Abstract. This paper presents an investigation into the properties of the new particle discovered in the search for the Standard Model Higgs boson by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. The searches in the
Introduction
The observation of a new particle in the search for the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson at the LHC, reported by the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] collaborations, is a milestone in the quest to understand electroweak symmetry breaking. In Ref. [1] the ATLAS collaboration reported the initial estimate for the mass of the particle to be 126.0 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.4 (syst) GeV, obtained from the H → γγ and H → ZZ ( * ) → 4 channels. Figure 1 illustrates how this observation was made simultaneously in various SM Higgs boson search channels by showing the best fit value for the global signal strength µ for a Higgs boson mass hypothesis of m H = 126 GeV. The signal strength scales the total number of events from all combinations of production and decay modes relative to their SM values, both for the individual channels and the combination. The signal strength parameter is a convenient observable to test the background-only hypothesis (µ = 0) and the SM Higgs hypothesis (µ = 1). The detailed consistency of the production and decay modes of the new particle with the SM expectations needs to be assessed. This is the object of this paper. This paper presents the measurements of coupling properties of the observed new particle under several benchmark scenarios. The measured observables are deviations of the couplings from those predicted for a SM Higgs boson. The observed state is assumed to be a CPeven scalar as the Higgs boson of the SM. The results are based on the same analyses and data sets as in Ref. [1] , with the same statistical model describing the experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties. The benchmarks follow the recommendations of the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group [3] and references therein. a e-mail: haijun.yang@sjtu.edu.cn 
Statistical Procedure
For each production mode i, a signal strength factor µ i defined by µ i = σ i /σ i,S M is introduced, where σ i corresponds to the observed cross section and σ i,S M to its SM value. Similarly, for each decay final state, f , a factor µ f = B f /B f,S M is introduced, where the B corresponds to decay branching ratios. For each analysis category (k) the number of signal events (n k signal ) is parametrized as:
where A represents the detector acceptance, the reconstruction efficiency and L the integrated luminosity. The number of signal events expected from each combination of production and decay is scaled by the corresponding product of µ i µ f , with no change to the distribution of kinematic or other properties. This parametrization generalizes the dependency of the signal yields on the production cross sections and decay branching fractions, allowing for a coherent variation across several channels. The relationship between production and decay in the context of a specific theory or benchmark is achieved via a parametrization of
, where the x corresponds to the parameters of the theory or benchmark under consideration. Given the observed data, the resulting likelihood is a function of a vector of signal strength factors µ, and nuisance parameters θ. Hypothesized values of µ are tested with a statistic Λ(µ) based on the profile likelihood ratio (Ref. [4] )
where the signal circumflex denotes the unconditional maximum likelihood estimate of a parameter and the double circumflex sign (θ(µ)) denotes the conditional maximum likelihood estimate (θ) for given fixed values of µ. When the signal strength parameters µ are reparametrized in terms of µ(x), the same equation is used for Λ(x) with µ → x . For all results presented in this paper, the fits are done with a Higgs boson mass hypothesis fixed to its measured value of m H = 126 GeV.
Systematic Uncertainties
The treatment of systematic uncertainties and their correlations is described in detail in Ref. [5] . Systematic uncertainties on observables are handled by introducing nuisance parameters with a probability density function (pdf) associated with the estimate of the correspondent systematic. These nuisance parameters, in particular those representing instrumental uncertainties or background estimates, are often assessed from auxiliary measurements, such as control regions, sidebands, or dedicated calibration measurements. Theoretical uncertainties associated with the branching ratios are small in comparison to both experimental uncertainties and the uncertainty in the production cross sections. Uncertainties in the acceptance due to parton density functions and renormalization and factorization scale choices are included.
Production Signal Strength in Individual Decay Modes
This section focuses on the measured signal strength in different final states. In the SM, the production cross sections are completely fixed once m H is specified. However, the best fit value for the global signal strength factor µ does not give any direct information on the relative contributions from different production modes. Furthermore, fixing the ratios of the production cross sections to the ratios predicted by the SM may conceal tension between the data and the SM. In order to address any tension between the data and the ratios of production cross sections predicted in the SM, the individual channels must separate the signal contribution from various production modes. A test of the SM combining multiple decay modes is complicated by the The quantity µ ggF+ttH (µ V BF+V H ) is a common scale factor for the ggF and ttH (VBF and VH) production cross sections. The best fit to the data (×) and 68% (solid) and 95% (dashed) CL contours are also indicated, as well as the SM expectation (+) (Ref. [5] ).
fact that the underlying couplings between the Higgs and other particles affect both the production and the decay. Furthermore, parametrization of these effects is subject to a number of assumptions on the presence or absence of new particle states in loop-induced couplings and unobserved decay modes affecting the total width of the Higgs boson.
Since several Higgs boson production modes are available at the LHC, results shown in two dimensional plots require either some µ i to be fixed or several µ i to be related. No direct ttH production has been observed yet, hence µ ggH and the very small contribution of µ ttH have been grouped together as they scale dominantly with the ttH coupling in the SM and are denoted by the common parameter µ ggF+ttH . Similarly, µ V BF and µ V H have been grouped together as they scale with the WH/ZH gauge coupling in the SM and are denoted by the common parameter µ V BF+V H . The resulting contours for the H → γγ and H → WW ( * ) → ν ν channels at m H = 126 GeV are shown in Figure 2 . For the H → ZZ ( * ) → 4 channel only the inclusive analysis has been performed due to the limited statistical power of this channel.
It should be noted that the factors µ f in different decay modes could have different values. Hence a direct comparison of the results among different final states is not possible. Such comparisons need consistent coupling modifications in the initial state and the final state. It is possible to use their ratio to eliminate the dependence on the branching fraction and illustrate the relative discriminating power between e.g. ggH+ttH and VBF+VH, as well as the compatibility of the measurements in each channel. The likelihood as a function of the ratio µ V BF+V H /µ ggF+ttH for the H → γγ and H → WW ( * ) → ν ν channels, as well as their combinations are shown in Figure 3 .
Measurements of Coupling Properties
Following the framework and benchmarks as recommended in Ref.
[6], measurements of coupling scale factors are implemented using a lowest-order-motivated framework. This framework makes the following assumptions: • Only modifications of couplings strenghts, i.e. absolute values of couplings, are taken into account, the observed state is assumed to be a CP-even scalar as in the SM.
• The signals observed in the different search channels originate from a single narrow resonance with a mass of 126 GeV. The case of several, possibly overlapping, resonances in this mass region is not considered.
• The width of the Higgs boson with a mass of 126 GeV is assumed to be negligible. Hence the product σ × BR(ii → H → f f ) can be decomposed in the following way for all channels:
where σ ii is the production cross section through the initial state ii, Γ f f the partial decay width into the final state f f and Γ H the total width of the Higgs boson.
The leading order (LO) motivated scale factors κ i are defined in such a way that the cross sections σ ii and the partial decay widths Γ ii associated with the SM particle i scale with the factor κ 2 i when compared to the corresponding SM prediction. Taking the process gg → H → γγ as an example, one would use as cross section:
where the values and uncertainties for both σ S M(gg→H) and BR S M(H→γγ) are taken from Refs.
[3] for a given Higgs boson mass hypothesis. The simplest model assumes that all couplings are modified by a single scaling parameter κ. In this case the fit to the data yields a value of κ = 1.19 ± 0.11(stat) ± 0.03(syst) ± 0.06(theory) corresponding to the square root of the global signal strength µ shown in Figure 1 .
The relative couplings to fermions and bosons are tested in Section 5.1, assuming two common scale factors for these two sectors. The ratio of couplings to W and Z bosons, related to the custodial symmetry, is discussed in Section 5.2.1. The ratio of down to up quark type couplings, that is very interesting for several extensions of the SM, is discussed in Section 5.2.2. The ratio of couplings to the lepton and quark sectors is given in Section 5.2.3. The possible effect of beyond SM particles on the indirect coupling to gluons and photons, that in the SM proceeds via loops and is particularly sensitive the new physics, is given in Section 5.3. . Fits for 2-parameter benchmark models probing different coupling strength scale factors for fermions and vector bosons, the left plot shows the correlation of the coupling scale factors, κ F and κ V , assuming no non-SM contribution to the total width; The right plot shows the correlation of the ratio of coupling scale factors λ FV = κ F /κ V and κ VV = κ V · κ V /κ H without assumptions on the total width (Ref. [5] ).
Couplings to Fermions and Vector Bosons
This benchmark is an extension of the single parameter µ fit, where a different strength for the fermion and vector coupling is probed. It assumes that only SM particles contribute to the H → γγ and gg → H vertex loops. The fit is performed in two variants: with and without the assumption that the total width of the Higgs boson is given by the sum of the known SM Higgs boson decay modes (modified in strength by the appropriate fermion and vector coupling scale factors).
Assuming only SM particles contribute to the total width
The fit parameters are the coupling scale factors κ F = κ t = κ b = κ τ for all fermions and κ V = κ W = κ Z for all vector couplings. The left plot of Figure 4 shows the result of the fit to this benchmark. Only the positive sign between κ F and κ V is physical and some sensitivity to this sign is gained from the negative interference between the W-loop and t-loop in the H → γγ decay. The fit gives a small preference to the local minimum close the SM point. 
Relaxing the assumption on the total width
Without the assumption on the total width, only ratios of coupling scale factors can be measured. Hence there are now the following free parameters, fermion coupling scale factor κ F , since it is dominated by the b-decay width, which is currently not well constrained by data. The measurement of κ VV , profiling the λ FV parameter yields: κ VV = 1.2
+0.3
−0.6 . The value of the scale factor affecting the coupling of the new particle to gauge bosons, κ V , is both directly and indirectly constrained by several channels. The coupling to fermions is directly observed in the H → τ + τ − and H → bb channels, the direct constraint is very weak as these signals don't yet show sensitivity to the SM Higgs boson. A value of κ F significantly deviating from zero is indirectly observed through the constraints from channels searching for both the gg → H and VBF production processes.
Probing the structure of Fermion and Vector Couplings
Both previous benchmarks assume that the coupling scale factors for the W-and Z-boson are identical (κ V = κ W = κ Z ) and that the scale factors for all fermions are identical (κ F = κ t = κ b = κ t ). In the following subsections both assumptions are relaxed and tested. Since this test is focused on coupling ratios the assumption on the total width has been relaxed.
Probing the custodial symmetry of the W and Z couplings
Identical coupling scale factors for the W-and Z-boson are required within tight bounds by SU(2) V custodial symmetry and the ρ parameter measurements at LEP [7] . To test this directly in the Higgs sector, the ratio λ WZ = κ W /κ Z is probed. The same assumptions as in Section 5.1.2 on κ F are made (κ F = κ t = κ b = κ τ ). The free parameters are Figure 5 shows the likelihood distribution for the ratio λ WZ when profiling the κ ZZ and λ FZ . λ WZ = 1.07
+0.35
−0.27 is obtained at 68% CL. Fits to the other two parameters of the model yields κ ZZ = 1.3 +0.9 −0.6 and λ FZ ∈ [−1.1, −0.5] ∪ [0.6, 1.2] at 68% CL. The 3D compatibility of the SM hypothesis with the best fit point is 33%.
Probing the up-and down-type fermion symmetry
In many extensions of the SM, the couplings of the light Higgs boson to up-type and down-type fermions differ. . Fit to benchmark model probing for deviations between up-type and down-type fermion symmetry using ratio λ du = κ d /κ u (Ref. [5] ). Figure 7 . Fit to benchmark model probing for deviations between lepton and quark fermion symmetry using ratio λ lq = κ l /κ q (Ref. [5] ).
The free parameters are, 
Probing the quark and lepton symmetry
In summary, the ratio κ l /κ q between leptons and quarks is probed. The same assumptions are made on κ V = κ W = κ Z , κ l = κ τ and κ q = κ b = κ t . The free parameters are, κ= κ q · κ q /κ H , λ lq = κ l /κ q and λ Vq = κ V /κ q . Figure 7 shows the likelihood distribution for the ratio λ lq = κ l /κ q . The 68% and 95% CL intervals of λ lq when profiling the κand λ Vq observables are λ lq ∈ [−1.3, 1.3] and λ lq ∈ [−2.1, 2.1], respectively. The range of λ lq is dominated by the low sensitivity in the H → τ + τ − channel. The 3D compatibility of the SM hypothesis with the best fit point is 31%. Fits to the additional parameters yield: κ= 1.0 +0.5 −0.4 and λ Vq = 1.1
The ratio λ WZ probes the custodial symmetry through the relative coupling of the new particle to the W and Z bosons. The fit of λ WZ is in part directly constrained by the direct decays in the H → WW ( * ) → ν ν and H → ZZ ( * ) → 4 channels. The κ W part is also indirectly constrained by the H → γγ channel since the decay branching ratio gets a dominant contribution from κ W . The measured value of λ WZ is in agreement, within the uncertainties (which are at present dominated by statistical un- certainties) with the custodial symmetry, as expected for a SM Higgs boson.
The uncertainty on the measurement of the relative strength of the coupling of the observed state to the upand down-type fermions is dominated by the measurement of its decay in the H → τ + τ − and H → bb channels. The ratio λ du is only weakly constrained by the current data. Similarly the λ lq ratio mainly relies on the H → τ + τ − channel and is only weakly constrained.
Probing Potential Non-SM Particle Contributions
This case allows for new particle contributions either in loops or in new final states. All coupling scale factors of known SM particles are as in the SM, i.e. κ i = 1. For the H → γγ and gg → H vertices, effective scale factors κ g and κ γ are introduced. They allow for extra contributions from new particles. The potential new particles contributing to the H → γγ and gg → H loops, may or may not contribute to the total width of the observed state from direct invisible decays or decays into event topologies that are not distinct from the background. In the latter case the resulting variation in total width is parameterized in terms of the additional branching ratio BR inv.,undet . Assumed that there are no sizeable extra contributions to the total width caused by the non-SM particles. The free parameters are κ g and κ γ , the 68% and 95% CL contours are shown in Figure 8 By constraining some of the factors to be equal to their SM values, it is possible to probe for new non-SM decay modes that might appear as invisible or undetectable final states. The free prameters are κ g , κ γ and BR inv.,undet. . In this model, the modification to the total width is parametrized as follows:
H (κ i ) (1 − BR inv.,undet. ) Γ
S M H
(5) Figure 9 shows the likelihood as a function of BR inv.,undet. when κ g and κ γ are profiled. The best fit values and uncertainties at 68% CL are κ g = 1.1
−0.2 and BR inv.,undet. < 0.68. The 3D compatibility of the SM hypothesis with the best fit point is 35%.
Conclusion
Using data taken in 2011 and 2012, at centre-of-mass energies of respectively 7 TeV and 8 TeV and corresponding altogether to approximately 10 fb −1 , the ATLAS collaboration has reported the observation of a new particle with a mass of m H = 126.0 ± 0.4(stat) ± 0.4(syst) GeV, in the search for the Standard Model Higgs boson. The same data set was further analysed to investigate the coupling properties of the new observed particle. Simplified benchmark models were used to study the correlations of production and decay modes in different final states, and compare them to the predictions for the SM Higgs boson. Within the current statistical uncertainties and assumptions, no significant deviations from the Standard Model couplings are observed.
